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Abstract

Habitat structure influences a broad range of ecological interactions and ecosystem functions across biomes. To understand and effectively manage dynamic ecosystems, we need detailed information about habitat properties and how they vary across spatial and temporal scales. Measuring and monitoring variation in three-dimensional (3D) habitat structure has traditionally been challenging, despite recognition of its importance to ecological processes. Modern 3D mapping technologies present opportunities to characterize spatial and temporal variation in habitat structure at a range of ecologically relevant scales. Biogenic reefs are structurally complex and dynamic habitats, in which structure has a pivotal influence on ecosystem biodiversity, function and resilience. For the first time, we characterized spatial and temporal dynamics in the 3D structure of intertidal Sabellaria alveolata biogenic reef across scales. We used drone-derived structure-from-motion photogrammetry and terrestrial laser scanning to characterize reef structural variation at mm-to-cm resolutions at a habitat scale (~35 000 m²) over 1 year, and at a plot scale (2500 m²) over 5 years (2014–2019, 6-month intervals). We found that most of the variation in reef emergence above the substrate, accretion rate and erosion rate was explained by a combination of systematic trends with shore height and positive spatial autocorrelation up to the scale of colonies (1.5 m) or small patches (up to 4 m). We identified previously undocumented temporal patterns in intertidal S. alveolata reef accretion and erosion, specifically groups of rapidly accreting, short-lived colonies and slow-accreting, long-lived colonies. We showed that these highly dynamic colony-scale structural changes compensate for each other, resulting in seemingly stable reef habitat structure over larger spatial and temporal scales. These patterns could only be detected with the use of modern 3D mapping technologies, demonstrating their potential to enhance our understanding of ecosystem dynamics across scales.

Introduction

Ecosystems are dynamic (Odum, 1969). Gradients in biophysical and human socioeconomic drivers create complex mosaics in ecosystem properties (Legendre & Fortin, 1989; Perry, 2002; Williams et al., 2019), with the patterns we observe determined by the scale of our observations (Levin, 1992; Wiens, 1989). Because ecosystem patterns and processes are intrinsically linked, we can gain a deeper understanding about ecological processes and their drivers by quantifying these underlying patterns across scales (Horne & Schneider, 1995; Underwood et al., 2000). Quantifying patterns in ecosystem properties not only advances ecological insight, but also facilitates evidence-based management by enabling us to detect change in ecosystem characteristics like habitat structure in response to disturbance (Landres et al., 1999).

Physical habitat structure can be abiotic like rocks on a shoreline, or biogenic like the trees of a forest. These features determine habitat structural complexity and influence
the biodiversity and community composition of associated ecological communities through myriad processes. These include buffering organisms from extreme environmental conditions (Scheffers et al., 2014), mediating resource availability (Safriel & Ben-Eliahu, 1991) and providing shelter for prey species from predation (Stevenson et al., 2015; Warfe et al., 2008). Biogenic reefs are complex habitats in which substrate and structure is generated and amplified by engineering organisms (Jones et al., 1994). Biogenic reefs represent global biodiversity hotspots and provide a range of ecosystem services to humanity (Bruschetti, 2019; Connell, 1978; Dubois et al., 2002; Woodhead et al., 2019). Spatially and temporally dynamic three-dimensional (3D) structure is critical to the biodiversity, ecological functioning and conservation value of biogenic reefs (Graham & Nash, 2013; Holt et al., 1998). Metrics of reef structure can also be an indicator of the health of the engineering species (Curd et al., 2019) and reef recovery potential following acute disturbance (Graham et al., 2015). To understand organism–habitat interactions within biogenic reef systems, we must first identify the patterns and scales of variation inherent within their structures (Holt et al., 1998; Jenkins et al., 2018).

Much of our understanding about scale-dependent processes in ecosystems derives from terrestrial landscape ecology. The study of spatial patterns in terrestrial systems has greatly benefitted from remote sensing, providing high-resolution spatially continuous data for a variety of ecosystem properties including 3D habitat structure (Chambers et al., 2007; Vierling et al., 2008). Remote sensing of 3D structure in the marine environment from satellite or crewed aircraft improves ecological insight in clear, shallow waters (Wedding et al., 2019), but similar information is challenging and expensive to capture in deep or turbid waters (Lecours et al., 2015). Recent developments in high-resolution 3D mapping technologies including structure-from-motion photogrammetry and laser scanning offer the potential to study patterns in 3D structure from organism to habitat scales, and are practical for investigation of scale-dependent properties in marine and coastal habitats (Calders et al., 2020; Urbina-Barreto et al., 2021). This creates opportunities to apply conceptual and analytical frameworks from landscape ecology, such as identification of dominant spatial scales of variation (Legendre & Fortin, 1989), at new scales and in new systems. The ability to record spatially continuous 3D habitat structure across km extents at mm resolution, with rapid repeats and low operating costs is sparking a revolution in the scope and scale of ecological investigations (D’Urban Jackson et al., 2020).

Here, we use intertidal habitat structure built by Sabellaria alveolata, a reef-building annelid, as a model system to characterize scale-dependent structural dynamics in complex biogenic reef habitats using high-resolution 3D mapping. S. alveolata reef comprises colonies of sediment tubes biocemented together, creating extensive reefs on northeast Atlantic and Mediterranean coasts (Bruschetti, 2019; Godet et al., 2011; La Porta & Nicoletti, 2009). Similar reefs built by other species in the Sabellariidae family are found globally (Capa et al., 2012). Our current understanding of the scale-dependent structural dynamics in biogenic reefs is hampered by a lack of spatio-temporal information about habitat structure across scales. To explore this, we quantify spatial and temporal patterns in reef structure at mm-to-cm resolution, at plot- (2500 m²) to habitat-scale (~35 000 m²) extents and over temporal scales of 1–5 years. Our findings reveal previously undescribed patterns of structural variation in intertidal biogenic reefs and demonstrate the enhanced ecological insight gained from the application of modern remote-sensing technologies for 3D ecosystem mapping in structurally complex habitats.

Materials and Methods

Data collection

Study site

To characterize variation in biogenic reef habitat structure across scales, we conducted high-resolution 3D mapping at a Sabellaria alveolata reef habitat at Llanddulas, Wales, UK (53.294 N, 3.632 W), using two techniques between 2014 and 2019 (Fig. 1). The reef at Llanddulas occupies the low shore for at least 1 km along a moderately exposed, unconsolidated cobble beach with a gentle slope gradient of 3%.

Plot-scale (2500 m²) 3D mapping

We collected data to investigate multi-annual temporal patterns in S. alveolata reef structure using terrestrial laser scanning (HDS ScanStation C10, Leica Geosystems, Switzerland) of a permanent 2500 m² reef plot at c. 6-month intervals (autumn and spring) over 5 years from September 2014 to October 2019. Terrestrial laser scanning generates high-resolution (thousands of points per m²) data with mm precision and was the most advanced 3D mapping technology available for field sampling at the start of the study in 2014. We conducted medium-resolution (0.1 m point spacing at 100 m range) scans of the plot from several stationary positions per time point, ensuring similar data coverage among time points. We used retroreflective sphere reference targets to align scan datasets within a time point. Aligning datasets from different time points typically uses global navigation satellite system (GNSS) georeferencing or permanent reference targets. Our
plot was intertidal with an unconsolidated substrate, so permanent targets could not be left and expected not to move, and alignment by GNSS georeferencing would have introduced error on the same scale (cm) as the changes we expected to detect, limiting their reliable detection and interpretation. Therefore, to enable accurate alignment of repeat surveys, we increased the laser scanning data coverage to include permanent nearby features (rock groynes, cycle path and buildings), enabling us to align the datasets using the geometry of these stable features, without constraining the data across the dynamic foreshore.

We quality checked, aligned, georeferenced and manually cleaned the laser scanning point cloud data in Cyclone v9 software (Leica Geosystems, Switzerland). Within a time point, we aligned datasets from different scanner positions to 6 mm accuracy using target positions. We then aligned complete datasets from different time points to 6 mm accuracy using the geometry of permanent features. We made a final adjustment to the vertical alignment within the plot based on stable regions of non-reef substrate. We standardized datasets from different time points by cropping to the plot extent, subsampling point clouds to a minimum point spacing of 5 mm, and removing isolated points using the statistical outlier removal tool in the open source software CloudCompare v2.11 (CloudCompare, 2019).

Habitat-scale (~35 000 m²) 3D mapping

Terrestrial laser scanning was impractical for the larger extent of habitat-scale sampling within short low-tide windows. Therefore, to investigate spatial and temporal patterns in *Sabellaria alveolata* reef structure at a habitat scale (~35 000 m²), we used structure-from-motion photogrammetry derived from drone aerial imagery, in April 2018 and April 2019. Drone-derived structure-from-motion photogrammetry generates continuous 3D information across large extents, with comparable accuracy to terrestrial laser scanning in complex habitats like *Sabellaria alveolata* reef (D’Urban Jackson et al., 2020). We used a Phantom 4 Pro (DJI) with a 20 MP camera flying at 46 m altitude to capture images with 14-mm XY ground resolution, covering c. 150 000 m² of the coastline. The flight pattern was pre-determined and flying was automated using software (Maps Made Easy) to ensure the same survey pattern was flown in both years. To optimize the 3D modelling process, we used a high image overlap, so that every XY position in the area of interest was captured in at least five images. We generated 3D models for each survey using the industry standard software Pix4Dmapper Pro v4. Unlike terrestrial laser scanning, for structure-from-motion photogrammetry, we required georeferenced ground control points to scale, constrain and align the 3D models. We used 11 (2018) and 19 (2019) control points surveyed with commercial GNSS equipment (system 1200, Leica Geosystems, Switzerland), giving root mean square errors of 9 and 32 mm respectively. Because there were no permanent features within the study area, we verified vertical alignment accuracy by calculating elevation difference at 100 random points along a cycle path adjacent to the study area, giving a median difference of 23 mm and root mean square error of 26 mm. This
represents a worst-case estimate because the cycle path was outside the area constrained by control points. From the 3D models and aerial images, we generated digital surface models (DSMs, 0.1 m XY resolution) and orthomosaics (0.02 m XY resolution) for 2018 and 2019.

**Data analysis**

**Habitat-scale (~35 000 m²) spatial patterns in S. alveolata reef emergence, accretion rate and erosion rate**

To study habitat-scale spatial patterns of variation in *S. alveolata* reef structure, we conducted variography (Fig. 2, Data S1) using the drone-derived DSMs from 2018 and 2019. To investigate reef structure independently from trends in the underlying non-reef substrate, we calculated reef emergence, defined as the height of the DSM surfaces above a standardized digital elevation model (DEM) representing the lowest levels in the non-reef substrate (Fig. 3). We used a threshold of emergence to classify DSM cells as reef (≥0.15 m) or non-reef substrate (<0.15 m) within a reef area polygon (36 363 m²) digitized from the 2018 orthomosaic (Fig. 5A). We validated the classification by manually classifying 500 random points on the orthomosaic and interpreting a confusion matrix of predicted against observed classes. Overall accuracy (correct predictions out of total predictions) was 81.2%, precisions (true positives out of total positive predictions) were 91.7 and 80.1% for reef and non-reef substrate respectively. To study spatial patterns in accretion (positive change) and erosion (negative change) of *S. alveolata* reef, we calculated the vertical difference between the DSMs from April 2018 and April 2019 to provide accretion and erosion rates as positive and negative vertical change per year.

To characterize spatial variation in habitat-scale *S. alveolata* reef structure, we modelled trends and conducted variography using emergence, accretion rate and erosion rate values of the 9140 reef cells in a random sample of 100 000 cells in the reef area. Our data exploration indicated that emergence, accretion rate and erosion rate had trends with shore height and along-shore distance and were anisotropic with a major axis along the shore and minor axis down the shore. To meet the Gaussian distribution requirements of linear modelling and variography, we transformed the data using ordered quantile

---

**Figure 2.** Interpreting spatial patterns in processes that generate spatial variables using variography. Variograms visualize spatial self-similarity, or autocorrelation, in a variable by plotting semivariance (γ) against lag, the distance between two samples. As lag increases samples become less similar (higher γ) until a plateau (sill) is reached at a distance (range), beyond which sample values are not autocorrelated. Here we show three simulated examples of a variable generated with different processes, and their respective variograms. Top: a fine-scale process generates a variable that is autocorrelated only over short distances, so the range (point and dashed line) is small. Bottom: a broad-scale process generates a variable that is autocorrelated over longer distances, producing a variogram with a larger range. Middle: the fine- and broad- scale processes have been added together, producing a variable with both short- and long-distance autocorrelation, generating a nested variogram with two ranges.
transformation (Peterson & Cavanaugh, 2020), then modelled trends using ordinary least squares linear regression. We conducted variography on the linear model residuals along two axes: along the shore (120° from north) and down the shore (30° from north), with maximum lags of 250 and 50 m, respectively, approximately two thirds of the maximum reef area dimensions, using the gstat package in R (Graler et al., 2016; Pebesma, 2004; R Core Team, 2020). We fitted an initial variogram model to each experimental variogram automatically, then improved the fit by adjusting the model parameters and adding a secondary variogram model where appropriate, until a visual good fit was found to the experimental variogram (Gringarten & Deutsch, 2001). To investigate whether patterns in reef structure were related directly to patterns in the underlying non-reef substrate topography, we conducted variography using emergence data from 10 000 random non-reef substrate DSM cells.

The trend in mean emergence with shore height explained only a small amount of the variation ($R^2 = 0.043, \text{Table S1}$). Our data exploration showed that the reef comprised colonies at all stages of emergence, from the classification threshold of 0.15 m up to an emergence limit that was related to shore height. Therefore, shore height appeared to represent a limiting factor and so maximum emergence was a better metric for characterizing habitat structure than a measure of central tendency (Kaiser et al., 1994). To examine the relationship between maximum reef emergence and shore height, we used a sample of 2000 reef cells with a minimum point spacing of 1.5 m derived from the variography results, 1.5 m being the dominant range of spatial autocorrelation. We modelled the relationship between maximum (99th percentile) reef emergence and DEM elevation with linear quantile regression, using the quantreg package in R (Koenker, 2020).

**Plot-scale (2500 m$^2$) temporal patterns in reef structure**

To characterize multi-annual structural changes in *S. alveolata* reef structure, we used terrestrial laser scanning to survey a 2500 m$^2$ plot in autumn and spring from September 2014 to October 2019. To track vertical changes in reef emergence through time, we digitally sampled locations within the plot ($n = 454$) that had reef presence in at least one time point, avoided reef colony edges where lateral accretion and erosion would confuse interpretation, and were spatially independent (Fig. 4, Data S2). At each sample location and for each time point, we extracted mean emergence above a common DEM. To examine common characteristics in temporal changes in reef emergence, we derived accretion and emergence metrics from each sample time series. We calculated mean and maximum annual accretion rate, maximum emergence and time spent within 80% of maximum emergence, which we termed persistence. We then used partitioning around medoids (PAM) clustering, a common data clustering method that is robust to outliers (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990), to classify sample time series into two groups with similar metrics using the cluster package in R (Maechler et al., 2019).

Following evidence of multiannual cycles of habitat-scale accretion and erosion (Gruet, 1986), we hypothesized that mean plot-scale reef emergence would vary over the 5-year study period. We also hypothesized that due to higher productivity in summer and lower growth rates coupled with more destructive wave action in winter, plot-scale emergence would be higher in autumn than in spring. We tested these hypotheses using a two fixed-factor (year and season) permutational analysis of variance (Anderson, 2001) with reef emergence as a univariate response. The permutational nature of the test removes the need to satisfy normality in the response variable as the routine permutes the raw data to generate the null distribution (Anderson, 2001). To ensure a balanced design with no missing data and no repeat sampling, we first divided reef sample locations ($n = 454$) randomly and equally among season (two levels: autumn and spring) and year (five levels: 2015–2019) combinations ($10 \times 5 = 50$). Some reef sample locations contained missing data for certain season and year combinations, so we iteratively exchanged these reef sample locations among groups until no missing data remained. Homogeneity of variance between factor levels was confirmed with Levene’s test ($P > 0.05$). Our permutational analysis of variance was based on a Euclidean distance similarity matrix of the raw reef emergence data, with 9999 random permutations under a reduced model and Type III (partial) sums of squares. Where there was global model significance, permutational pairwise tests were used to determine where the differences occurred between factor levels.

**Results**

**Habitat-scale (~35 000 m$^2$) spatial patterns in *S. alveolata* reef emergence, accretion rate and erosion rate**

We estimated the percentage cover of *S. alveolata* reef within the 36 363 m$^2$ reef area as 26.8% or a total coverage of 9745 m$^2$ based on our binary classification of the 0.1-m XY-resolution emergence raster into reef or non-reef substrate (Fig. 5A). Maximum reef emergence (99th percentile) increased down the shore from c. 0.2 m at...
Reef emergence was positively spatially autocorrelated up to 1.5 m in both along shore and down shore directions, represented by a spatial structure that described 65–70% of the variance (Fig. 5C, Table S1). There was a smaller amount of residual positive autocorrelation in reef emergence over larger distances along the shore (up to 110 m) and down the shore (up to 20 m) (Fig. 5C, Table S1). At larger distances still, the variogram indicated additional patterns in spatial dependence of reef emergence including cyclicity, but these were not quantified because variogram model fitting becomes less reliable at larger distances relative to the study extent. The variogram of non-reef substrate emergence showed that the dominant autocorrelation pattern mostly occurred over a larger distance of 4.5 m and explained a higher proportion (90%) of the variation compared to reef emergence (Table S1). A small amount of spatial autocorrelation in non-reef substrate emergence was also evident over larger distances (up to 50–90 m).

At the habitat scale (~35 000 m²), the elevation of *S. alveolata* reef colonies changed by 19 ± 82 mm (mean ± 1 SD) between April 2018 and April 2019 (Fig. 6A). The small magnitude of mean elevation change across the total reef area was the result of a balance between variable positive and negative changes in individual samples (0.1-m XY-resolution cells). A high proportion of reef samples (80%) showed a small positive elevation change (accretion, 49 ± 30 mm), with the remaining samples (20%) showing larger and more variable negative changes (erosion, −99 ± 113 mm). Both accretion and erosion maxima increased towards the lower shore (Fig. 6A) and showed different spatial autocorrelation patterns. Positive spatial autocorrelation in accretion mostly occurred within short distances (up to 0.75–1.05 m), with a small proportion of positive autocorrelation extending over larger distances up to 40–130 m (Fig. 6B, Table S2). In contrast, erosion of reef material was only positively spatially autocorrelated up to distances of 2.9–3.8 m, beyond which the variogram indicated spatial randomness (Fig. 6 C, Table S2).

**Discussion**

Habitat structure strongly dictates ecological function in complex 3D ecosystems. Quantifying how 3D habitat structure varies across space and time is, therefore, a
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We suggest that higher wave energy at the lower shore, with energy attenuated as waves travel across the rough reef surface (Bouma et al., 2014; Lowe et al., 2018). Identification of the relative importance of these factors and how they vary in time and space warrants further investigation, and may help explain why S. alveolata populations display scale-dependent patterns that influence ecosystem processes in many natural systems, including mussel reefs (Van De Koppel et al., 2008) and arid vegetation (Klausmeier, 1999). We found evidence for self-organization in S. alveolata reef emergence and accretion rate that were spatially clustered (positively autocorrelated) up to colony scales (1.5 m). Prograding S. alveolata reef colonies have characteristic smooth surfaces comprising the openings of dense, parallel tubes (Fig. 1) (Curd et al., 2019; Ventura et al., 2020). To maintain this morphology as the colony grows, within-colony accretion rate and emergence must be similar among worms. Self-organization enhances habitat resilience (Guichard et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2014), and in this system the colony morphology may contribute to the remarkable wave resistance in the friable intertidal structures (Le Cam et al., 2011), analogous to massive stony coral morphologies that can dominate wave-exposed subtidal tropical reefs (Chappell, 1980).

Spatial patterns in reef habitat structure

We identified predictable trends in maximum reef emergence, accretion rate and erosion rate that all increased towards the lower shore. Shore height trends are ubiquitous in intertidal ecosystems like rocky shores and saltmarshes because numerous biological, chemical and physical structuring processes correlate with vertical position (Chappuis et al., 2014; Connell, 1972; Pennings & Callaway, 1992). The trends in our data can be explained by spatially varying hydrodynamic forces, proposed as the most important abiotic structuring factor of S. alveolata reef habitat (Collin et al., 2018; Gruet, 1986; Wilson, 1971). Wave forces are predicted to be greatest at the lower shore, with energy attenuated as waves travel across the rough reef surface (Bouma et al., 2014; Lowe et al., 2005). We suggest that higher wave energy at the lower shore results in more coarse sediment being resuspended higher in the water column, enabling faster reef colony accretion and higher maximum emergence. Wave energy can also be destructive, increasing reef erosion rate towards the lower shore. In addition, longer periods of immersion experienced lower on the shore give more time for both reef accretion and erosion.

Interactions between individuals can produce spatially coherent self-organized patterns that influence ecosystem-scale processes in many natural systems, including mussel reefs (Van De Koppel et al., 2008) and arid vegetation (Klausmeier, 1999). We found evidence for self-organization in S. alveolata reef emergence and accretion rate that were spatially clustered (positively autocorrelated) up to colony scales (1.5 m). Prograding S. alveolata reef colonies have characteristic smooth surfaces comprising the openings of dense, parallel tubes (Fig. 1) (Curd et al., 2019; Ventura et al., 2020). To maintain this morphology as the colony grows, within-colony accretion rate and emergence must be similar among worms. Self-organization enhances habitat resilience (Guichard et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2014), and in this system the colony morphology may contribute to the remarkable wave resistance in the friable intertidal structures (Le Cam et al., 2011), analogous to massive stony coral morphologies that can dominate wave-exposed subtidal tropical reefs (Chappell, 1980).

Spatial patterns in biogenic reef properties provide insight into the biotic and abiotic drivers of ecosystem structuring processes (Aston et al., 2019; Edwards et al., 2017; Ford et al., 2020). In our system, reef emergence and accretion rates showed secondary spatial clustering at habitat scales (20–40 m down the shore, 110–130 m along the shore), whereas erosion rates showed spatial randomness beyond 4 m. Habitat-scale spatial clustering in reef emergence and accretion rate may be due to spatial variation in resources (e.g. sediment or food quality), environmental conditions (e.g. salinity), biotic factors (e.g. recruitment density) or anthropogenic influence (e.g. trampling). Interactions between myriad drivers are likely to influence reef structure at various scales (Collin et al., 2018). Identification of the relative importance of these factors and how they vary in time and space warrants further investigation, and may help explain why S. alveolata
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(A) Reef colony and reef area polygon.

(B) Emergence above substrate vs. Shore height (m below ODN).
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reef structure is highly variable among sites (Stone et al., 2019). Spatial clustering of erosion rates up to 4 m indicates that erosion mostly occurs as the catastrophic collapse of entire S. alveolata colonies and platform sections. The lack of larger-scale spatial autocorrelation in erosion rates shows that colony collapse is random after accounting for shore height trends, suggesting that destructive processes are similar horizontally along the shore.

Modern remote-sensing technologies are advancing our ability to describe and interrogate spatial patterns in marine reef systems. In intertidal habitats like S. alveolata reef, aerial methods can capture a range of ecologically relevant information at high resolution across large extents of several km² (Bajjouk et al., 2020; Collin et al., 2018, 2019). The importance of 3D ecosystem structure in ecological investigations is recognized, and tools to capture and analyse 3D structure in diverse systems including subtidal reefs are becoming increasingly powerful and accessible (D’Urban Jackson et al., 2020; Lepczyk et al., 2021).

**Temporal patterns in biogenic reef structure**

Identifying key scales of variation and their forcing processes has been a persistent challenge in ecology (Chave, 2013; Denny et al., 2004; Levin, 1992), especially in marine systems beyond the observation capabilities of traditional remote sensing (Lecours et al., 2015; Wedding et al., 2011). Our study reveals previously undescribed patterns of scale-dependent spatio-temporal variation in S. alveolata reef structure. We found that individual S.
S. alveolata colonies on the scale of metres undergo independent and compensatory accretion and erosion cycles, resulting in stability at larger spatial (2500 m²) and temporal (5 year) scales. Previous characterization of S. alveolata reef structural dynamics have described multiannual accretion and erosion cycles operating over large areas of reef (10 s to 100 s m) at some sites and multiannual stability at others (Gruet, 1986; Lecornu et al., 2016). While we recorded stability in reef structure over a period of 5 years, at decadal time scales, the habitat can be transient (Firth et al., 2015). Scale-dependent structural dynamism is a feature of other systems like terrestrial forests (Chambers et al., 2013), and our results indicate that conceptual frameworks from terrestrial landscape ecology can be applied to biogenic reef systems. For instance, the stability of a forest ecosystem can be modelled as a product of the spatial and temporal scales of disturbance events that it experiences (Turner et al., 1993). Applying this concept to our study system, disturbance events (colony collapse) were small in size (up to 4 m) relative to the habitat size (~35 000 m²) and disturbance (collapse) intervals were generally longer than recovery (accretion to maximum emergence) intervals. As predicted by the conceptual model (Turner et al., 1993), we observed stability in the system at the habitat scale.

We identified two distinct types of reef colonies: ‘fast’ colonies with rapid accretion, high maximum emergence and short lifespan, and ‘slow’ colonies with slower accretion, lower maximum emergence and longer lifespan. Accretion rates of ‘fast’ S. alveolata colonies in our study (mean 0.109 m year^{-1}, max 0.215 m year^{-1}) were comparable to upper estimates of 0.105 m year^{-1} in Cornwall, UK, and >0.5 m year^{-1} in Normandy, France (Gruet, 1986; Wilson, 1971). These studies documented faster accretion rates in new, small colonies and a similar general pattern could be seen in our time series, although variation was high and many colonies had incomplete structural cycles within our study period. We found new, low emergent colonies accreted rapidly and then accretion slowed as they approached a maximum emergence, followed by a period of persistence at the maximum emergence and eventual rapid collapse. A similar accretion pattern has been documented in oyster (Crassostrea virginica) reefs, with rapid accretion in deeper edges of a reef (8 m diameter), while no change was recorded in the shallowest central portions, just 2 m away (Rodriguez et al., 2014). This fine-scale spatial variation in structural characteristics would be lost at larger observational scales, highlighting the need for a multi-scale approach when assessing the resilience of biogenic reefs to pressures like sea level rise.

Seasonal patterns of accretion and erosion in S. alveolata reef and their driving processes are not well understood. We did not find evidence for a consistent seasonal pattern in reef emergence, and while reef emergence measured in autumn showed some variation, spring
observations were stable over 5 years (Fig. S2, Table S4). However, we did find a seasonal difference in 1 survey year (2015). Temperature and wave energy are two dominant seasonally varying factors in intertidal habitats. The habitat is vulnerable to severe winter temperatures and damage from winter storms (Crisp, 1964; Firth et al., 2015). In summer, higher temperatures and increased food availability in summer may promote worm productivity that translates to increased accretion rate, but the availability of resuspended sediment with low summer wave action may limit accretion rate. Hydrodynamic energy promotes both S. alveolata reef accretion and erosion, so the effects of seasonal variation in wave energy are difficult to predict. Higher emergence in the autumn of 2015 compared to the spring appeared to be a result of heavy recruitment during the summer of that year (TDJ, pers. obs.), resulting in many new, rapidly accreting colonies. Recruitment of pelagic larvae to S. alveolata reefs is through a combination of continuous low-level settlement and stochastic heavy settlement events when hydrodynamic conditions are favourable (Ayata et al., 2009; Bush et al., 2015; Dubois et al., 2007). Sabellariidae worms respond to storm damage with increased reproductive output in a similar way that some plants respond to fire (Barry, 1989) and S. alveolata larvae show high levels of retention within local geographic areas (Bush et al., 2015; Dubois et al., 2007). These factors likely result in compensatory self-recruitment to a damaged reef, contributing to long-term reef persistence.

Conclusion

Our findings represent the most comprehensive characterization of S. alveolata biogenic reef habitat structure across spatial and temporal scales to date, expanding our understanding of scale-dependent structural dynamics in this complex 3D habitat. We found that S. alveolata reef structure is characterized by a mosaic of different colony successional states leading to a dynamic landscape at smaller scales (m), while displaying relative stability (a steady state) at larger spatial and temporal scales. This phenomenon is characteristic of other structurally complex ecosystems like forests and we hypothesize that it could be true for other colonial reef systems, such as subtidal tropical coral reefs. We also identified previously undocumented temporal patterns in reef structure, specifically distinct groups of ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ colonies. The patterns we documented could only be detected with high-resolution 3D mapping, demonstrating the enhanced ecological insight gained from the adoption of contemporary technologies in modern ecology. Scale-dependent ecosystem patterns have historically been challenging to study due to necessary trade-offs in observation scale, especially in marine systems. By embracing modern mapping technology in ecology, these long-standing constraints can be overcome, leading to an improved understanding of ecosystem dynamics in complex 3D habitats.
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Data S1. Analysis of spatial patterns and scales of variation using variography.

Data S2. Sampling reef emergence through time at the 2,500 m² plot scale.

Figure S1. 2500 m² plot showing 0.01 m² cells containing *S. alveolata* reef in at least one of 11 surveys over 5 years (grey) and stratified random, spatially independent samples (crosses).

Figure S2. Boxplot of emergence within the 2500 m² plot surveyed using terrestrial laser scanning at approximately 6 month intervals over 5 years, with median (bar) and mean (open circles) displayed.

Table S1. Spatial structure parameters of reef and substrate emergence within the ~35 000 m² reef area, derived from variography.

Table S2. Spatial structure parameters of reef accretion (positive elevation change) and erosion (negative elevation change) within the ~35 000 m² reef area over one year, derived from variography.

Table S3. Average accretion and erosion metrics for two groups of reef colonies identified within the 2500 m² plot.

Table S4. Results of permutational analysis of variance, testing for the effects of year, season and their interaction on emergence within the 2500 m² plot.